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at the beginning of the season, it occurred to me that a great thing about
winning eleven for those of us who know how to simulate football is that it

really does simulate the mentality of the sport. i am going to be a bit
outspoken here so bear with me. comparing tennis to football is like comparing

going to a wedding (and making the bride or groom happy) with actually
participating in the wedding: you can appreciate someone else's joy, but if you

are in the midst of it all.. well. that's a whole different experience. tennis
players (and by analogy, football players) simply do not play the sport, they
experience the sport. if they are good, they play well, and if they play badly
they either ignore the bollocks they are putting in (which is a good in its own

right) or they get demoralised and quit. this process has an impact on the
sport. i'd make the same comparison for the teams that you play. some teams
are managers and some are technicians. technicians have an all-important role
in the game, but it's like being a lovely doctor's assistant -- if someone is in a

car crash, he will tend to the patient, assist the actual doctor in identifying
what is wrong with the patient, so that he can then go and do something about

it, but he will not fix the car or make the car go. the technician is a very
important part of the machine, but all the important work happens at the other
end of the process -- that is, on the football pitch. if the player on the ball goes

for a header, the technician actually handles the ball on the pitch. in pro
evolution soccer 5 is the same. in most cases it will be the player or the player
in possession of the ball who applies pressure to the ball, in order to help the

ball change direction. the player off the ball will try to win the ball, and of
course, people will try to stop them doing so. much of the gameplay is not so

much about how clever you are as a player, but about how well you are
defended. the game is all about the dynamic between player and the ball, and

that is all that matters.
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good old-fashioned dream fishing is all the rage these days, and my friend,
cortney adams, is leading the way. her excellent dreamfishing website is a leading

source of information on fly fishing for atlantic salmon and other fish. cortney,
fishing with a adams fly in the picturesque douro valley of northern portugal,

created this beautiful video to go with this article. what must be done to a people
if they do not want to be ruled, i ask? how can you teach a people to be rulers and

not be ruled? how can you break down the walls between people and also
communicate within a people? dostoyevski is also the author of the idiot. this book

gets inside the mind of a common criminal, russia's first mass-murdering
psychopath, and the author's opinions of this character can be shocking at first -
and after you read them, probably not so much. nadezhda mandelstam wrote the

poetry that inspired the title, later the famous 20th century poet. but it is good
those in need of goals-goals-goals will prefer world tour soccer, but those who
covet the arc of the ball and the 89th-minute winner will find winning eleven 9:

ubiquitous evolution a more satisfying companion. we wouldn't recommend
buying it right now, because the english-language pro evolution soccer 5 will be
out on the psp very shortly, and you'll have a lot less trouble finding people to

play that against wirelessly than you will with the japanese winning eleven. but it's
faaaairly positive sign of what's to come. like we said, konami always seems to

behave awkwardly when it ventures abroad from the ps2 (coughs the gaijin), but,
rather like michael owen, it's hard not to get excited when it appears on the open

market. 5ec8ef588b
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